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SECTION-A
There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE.

, .

1.

2.

3.

4.

(a) A man has 89 quarreling cows that he wants to separate with straight fencing. What

is the minimum number of fences he needs. You must deduce any formula you use.
(b) Show solution of Multi-Peg Tower of Hanoi problem with (n,p)=(347,7) using a
binary tree as used in the class specifying values of Kmax,Na(Kmax) and all the'

inequalities relevant quantities should satisfy.

(a) Expand the binomial coefficient representing (m+n+l) things taken n at a time in a

series with the help of combinatorial argument.
(b) Deduce inversion formula. Use this formula for solving the following problem: n
men throw their hats and pick them randomly. What is the probability that nobody will

end up in his own hat?

(a) A cricket team of 16 persons is supposed to be accommodated in 5 distinguishable

rooms with no room remaining empty. In how many ways can we do it?

(b) Elaborately explain your deduction of the size of the maximum overhang that n

cards, each of length 2, can make when placed on a table.

(a) Discuss Euler numbers and deduce recurrences they satisfy.

(b) Compute in logarithmic time the value ofFn for large n using recurrence relation.

SECTION-B
There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE questions.

(15)

(20)

(15)

(20)

(15)

(20)

(15) .
(20)

5. (a) It is known that DVDs produced by a certain company will be defective with
probability 0.01, independent of each other. The company sells the DVDs in packages
of size 10 and offers a money-back guarantee that if at least 1 of the 10 DVDs in a
package is defective, money will be returned. If someone buys 3 packages, what is the

probability that he or she will return exactly 1 of them?

(b) Two chips are drawn at random without replacement from a box that contains five
chips numbered 1 through 5. If the sum of chips drawn is even, the random variable X

equals 5; ifthe sum of chips drawn is odd, X = -3.
(i) Find the moment-generating function (mgt) for X.
(ii) Use the mgfto find the first and second moments.
(iii) Find the expected value and variable of X.
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(c) Suppose that two teams are playing a serIes of games, each of which is
independently won by team A with probability p and by team B with probability 1- p.
The winner of the series is the first team to win i games. Find the expected number of

games that are played when (a) i = 2, and (b) i = 3. (6+6)

6. (a) A prisoner is trapped in a cell containing three doors. The first door leads to a
tunnel that returns him to his cell after two days of travel. The second leads to a tunnel
that returns him to his cell after three days of travel. The third door leads immediately

to freedom.

(i) Assuming that the prisoner will always select doors 1, 2, and 3 with
probabilities 0.5, 0.3, 0.2, what is the expected number of days until he reaches
freedom?

(6+6)

(ii) Assuming that the prisoner is always equally likely to choose among those
doors that he has not used, what is the expected number of days until he reaches
freedom 7 (In this version, for instance, if the prisoner initially tries door 1, then
when he returns to the cell, he will now select only from doors 2 and 3.)

(b) A computer receives requests for elements stored in its memory. Consider n
elements el, e2, •. " en are initially arranged in some ordered list. At each unit of time a

request is made for one of these elements - ej being requested, independently of the
past, with probability, Pj. After being requested, the element is then moved to the front
of the list. That is, for instance, if the present ordering is eJ, e2, e3, e4 and e3 is requested,
then the next ordering is e3, el, e2,e4. Determine the expected position of the element

requested after this process has been in operation for a long time. (13)
(c) The number of customers entering a store on a given day is Poisson distributed with

mean 'A = 10. The amount of money spent by a customer is uniformly distributed over
(0, 100). Find the mean and variance of the amount of money that the store takes in on

a given day. (10)

7. (a) A professor continually gives exams to her students. She can give three possible
types of exams, and her class is graded as either having done well or badly. Let Pi
denote the probability that the class does well on a type i exam, and suppose that PI =

0.3, pz = 0.6, and P3 = 0.9. If the class does well on an exam, then the next exam is
equally likely to be any of the three types. If the class does badly, then the next exam is

always type 1.What proportion of exams are type i, i = 1,2, 37

(b) Consider a gambler who at each play of the game has probability p of winning one
unit and probability q = 1 -p of losing one unit. Assuming that successive plays of the
game are independent, what is the probability that, starting with i units, the gambler's

fortune will reach 0 before reaching N7

(c) Consider a Poisson process with rate 'A, and let us denote the time of the first event
by TI. Further, for n> 1, let Til denote the elapsed time between the (n - 1)st and the
nth event. The sequence { Til, n = 1,2, .... } ia called the sequence of inter-arrival times.
Show that Tn, n = 1,2, .." are independent identically distributed exponential random

variables having mean 1/'A.
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(d) Suppose that XI and X2 are independent exponential random variables with

respective means 1/11,1 and 1/11,2; what is P{ Xl< X2}? (8)

8. (a) Consider a single-server exponential system in which ordinary customers arrive at a

rate A and have service rate ~. In addition, there is a special customer who has a

service rate ~I. Whenever this special customer arrives, she goes directly into service
(if anyone else is in service, then this person is bumped back into queue). When the
special customer is not being serviced, she spends an exponential amount of time (with

mean 1/8) out of the system. (10)
(i) What is the average arrival rate of the special customer?
(ii) Define an appropriate state space and set up balance equations.
(iii) Find the probability that an ordinary customer is bumped n times.

(b) Potential customers arrive to a single-server hair salon according to a Poisson

process with rate A. A potential customer who finds the server free enters the system; a
potential customer who finds the server busy goes away. Each potential customer is
type i with probability pi, where PI + P2 + P3 = 1. Type 1 customers have their hair
washed by the server; type 2 customers have their hair cut by the server; and type 3
customers have their hair first washed and then cut by the server. The time that it takes

the server to wash hair is exponentially distributed with rate ~I, and the time that it

takes the server to cut hair is exponentially distributed with rate ~2. (10)
(i) Explain how this system can be analyzed with four states.
(ii) Give the equations whose solution yields the proportion of time the system is
in each state.
(iii) Find the proportion of time the server is cutting hair.
(iv) Find the average arrival rate of entering customers.

(c) Customers arrive at a two-server station in accordance with a Poisson process with
a rate of two per hour. Arrivals finding server 1 free begin service with that server.
Arrivals finding server 1 busy and server 2 free begin service with server 2. Arrivals
finding both servers busy are lost. When a customer is served by server 1, she then
either enters service with server 2 if 2 is free or departs the system if 2 is busy. A
customer completing service at server 2 departs the system. The service times at server
1 and server 2 are exponential random variables with respective rates of four and six

per hour. (15)

(i) What fraction of customers do not enter the system?
(ii) What is the average amount of time th,~t an entering customer spends in the

system?
(iii) What fraction of entering customers receives services from server 1?
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SECTION-A
There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE questions.

1. (a) A network protocol designer wants to design a new congestion control protocol for

TCP. The congestion control protocol increases congestion window (cwnd) as follows: (30)
(i) It makes cwnd triple (THREE times) after each RTT, i.e., successful

transmission of a cwnd, up to a certain threshold on cwnd, and

(ii) It increases cwnd by 1 MSS after each.2 (TWO) consecutive RTTs, i.e.,

successful transmission of two cwnds, after the threshold on cwnd.

In case of a timeout, the cwnd is set to 1 MSS and the threshold on cwnd is set to half

of the last cwnd that was in operation just before the timeout occurring. Now, you need

to answer the following:

(i) What is the increase in cwnd for each ACK in case of a successful

transmission? Show necessary derivations for your answer(s).

(ii) Show the change in cwnd in a figure having successive transmission attempts

in the X axis (which is generally done in traditional figures) for different types of

events covering successful transmission attempts up to the event of cwnd
I

attaining the threshold on cwnd, successful transmission attempts after the event

of cwnd attaining the threshold on cwnd, and retransmission timeouts.

(iii) Compare operation of this congestion control mechanism with that of TCP

Tahoe and TCP Reno with necessary figures.

(b) You are given the task of detecting congestion over wireless medium. Possible

options for doing it are to explore increase in RTTs, to detect expirations of RTO, to

detect packet drops due to filling up router queues, and to get router hints.

Do you think you can use all these options for your designed task? If so, explain why

and how you can do it. If not, then explain only the reason for not being able to do it.

2. (a) An application is generating data at a rate of 25 MBps for 40 ms. There are three

different techniques for achieving QoS in the Network layer for the application as

follows: (10+ 10+ 10=30)
(i) Usage of a leaky bucket having a packet outgoing rate of 10 MBps,

(ii) Usage of a token bucket having a capacity of 500 KB and token generation

rate of 2 MBps, and

(iii) Usage of a token bucket (having specification as mentioned above) feeding

the leaky bucket (having specification as mentioned above).

Show outcome of each of the techniques with necessary figures and derivations.

Contd P12
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(b) "ARP is not required if a network enables DHCP" - validate or invalidate this

statement with necessary figure(s) and elaboration. (16%)

3. (a) In OSPF, how can you experience the Count to Identify problem? Can you use the

"Split Horizon Rule" here? Is "Forced Update" required here to completely overcome

the Count to Infinity problem?

Answer with all necessary figures and/or pseudocodes. (10+ 10+ 10=30)

(b) "Applications enabling Remote Procedure Call always use UDP after marshalling
and before un-marshaling" - validate or invalidate this statement with necessary

figure(s) and elaboration.

4. (a) Consider the following two different ways of shared secret key based two-way

authentication using a challenge-response protocol. Here, each symbol and name

corresponds to their traditional meanings. (10+ 10+ 10=30)

.0oen

Figure 4:1: Two-way authentication using a challenge-response 'protocol

1l~-_11A, R~

QI
,!,!«

.0oen

Figure 41: A shortened two-way authentication protocol
,- ---.~- - -- ._.--, - .~---- ~-~. -..~- ---- .__ ._~--_~ -----'----.0 ... _

Now, you need to answer the following:
(i) Is the approach presented in Figure 4.1 prone to the Reflection attack? If so,
show and explain how it can happen with necessary figure.
(ii) Is the approach presented in Figure 4.2 prone to the Reflection attack? If so,
show and explain how it can happen with necessary figure.
(iii) How can you improve the two-way authentication protocol (shown in the
above figures) to escalate its level of security? Show and explain with necessary
figure.

(b) How can you establish a shared secret key in two different entities (for example

Alice and Bob) in a secured way? Explain with necessary figure.

Contd P/3
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There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE questions.

5. (a) What is the principle difference between connectionless and connection-oriented

communication?

(b) Give three examples of distinct applications for which unreliable communication is

appropriate.
(c) Characterize the spread, bandwidth, latency, error rate, scalability and

administrability of the WAN.
(d) A bit stream 10011101 is transmitted using the standard CRC method described in
the text. The generator polynomial is x3+1. Show the actual bit string transmitted.
Suppose the third bit from the left (payload) is inverted during transmission. Show that

this error is detected at the receiver's end.

(e) Define piggybacking and pipelining.

(f) In Data Link Control, briefly explain the procedure known as byte stuffing.

(6)

(9)

(15)
(6)
(4)

._----~ ..-----.- -- - -~""".- --~-----~-~-
.'

.' ..

"

..
. ,
,..,.

, . '

7. (a)

6. (a) Describe the assumptions of dynamic channel allocation in LANs and MANs. (15)
(b) A channel has a bit rate of 4 kbps and a propagation delay of 20 msec. For what

range of frame sizes, does stop and wait give an efficiency of at least 50 percent? (8)
(c) In a slotted aloha system, suppose there are 5 nodes where each transmits with
probability p. What is the likelihood, in a given slot time, that one of the nodes

successfully transmits a packet? Why does CSMA outperform Aloha? (12)
(d) Suppose your friend is telling about a new combined bit/byte-Ievel framing
protocol ha has invented on his own, which he calls "HybridFraming". Here's how it
works: The bit-pattern "01010101" is used as a sentinel to identify frame boundaries
(i.e., the sentinel is inserted at the beginning and end of each frame, with the payload
data sandwiched between). If the sentinel pattern occurs in the payload data, then a "1"
is stuffed right after the sequence "010101" (i.e., so 010 10 101 would produce
010101101). He says that since you only stuff 1 bit, this protocol is more efficient than
traditional approaches. Provide a concrete example demonstrating why this protocol is

unlikely to work how he thinks.

Contd P/4
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(10+5+5=20)(d) In RSA algorithm, let's say, p = 5, q = 13.

(i) Choose appropriate values for e and d.

Using these values,
(ii) Encrypt 'F' to a number x.
(iii) Now decrypt x and show that after decryption, we get back the original

plaintext 'F'.
[All the symbols p, q, e, d preserve their usual meaning]

Consider the wireless topology above, comprised of 6 nodes. Circles around each node
illustrate their transmission range, e.g. A's range is shown by the dotted, shaded circle.

Assume that if the transmissions of two nodes' will interfere at a location if and only if
they transmit at the same time and their transmission ateas overlap. In these problems,

assume that losses only occur due to collisions. (8)
(i) When node A transmits to node B, list the potential hidden terminals from A

(in either direction, i.e., those who might clobber A's transmission or those who
might be clobbered by A's transmission and exposed terminals.
(ii) What about the Hidden terminals and Exposed terminals when node B

transmits to node C?
(b) Briefly describe the Adaptive Tree Walk Protocol. A collection of 2n station uses
the Adaptive Tree Walk Protocol to arbitrate shared cable. At a certain instant, two of

them become ready. What are the minimum, maximum, and mean number of slots to

walk the tree if2n» I? (12)
(c) "All algorithms must be public, only the keys are secret" - Do you agree with the

statement with respect to Cryptology? Briefly explain.

8. (a) What is the key difference of message digests from traditional digital signatures like

symmetric-key signatures and public-key signatures? (6%)
(b) What is cookie with respect to World Wide Web? Mention three practical

applications of cookies. (3+5=8)
(c) Caching is the concept of saving pages for subsequent use. However, if a proxy (a
process taking care of caching) throws out pages quickly, the hit rate becomes very low
failing the purpose of caching. Again, if it keeps pages for too long, we may end up

with stale pages. (17)
However, using Last-Modified and If-Modified-Since headers, we can develop a
heuristic on how long a page should be cached. Explain your idea of such a heuristic.

(d) Write short notes on any two of the following three topics: (15)
(i) MIME (ii) URL (iii) Steganography
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SECTION-A
There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE questions.

All symbols have their usual meanings unless explicitly mentioned.

1. (a)
(i) Derive using graphical deph)tion, the formula of false-position method.

I Accordingly, explain which shortcoming of bisection method is overcome by

false-position method. (5+3)
(ii) Graphically demonstrate slow convergence of false-position method with an
example function. Suggest a modification to the standard false-position
algorithm to speed up convergence in such cases. Illustrate the modification

using the same graph drawn earlier. (4+2+3)
(iii) How does false-position method resemble and differ from secant method?

Explain graphically. (4+6)
(b) Graphically depict an example of divergence for each of the following two open
methods for root finding: (i) fixed-point iteration method, (ii) Newton-Raphson

method. (4+4) .

2. (a) Graphically show an example of a function with 'multiple root.' Prove that a

function f(x) is tangent to the x-axis at the point of 'multiple root'. Discuss the
difficulties involved with applying both bracketing and open methods for functions

with 'multiple root'. (2+4+5)
(b) What is an ill-conditioned system? Why are we concerned with ill-conditioned
systems while using Gaussian elimination method? How can ill-conditioned systems be

detected? (2+2+2)
(c) Solve the following system of equations using LU decomposition with partial

pivoting. Show detailed calculation steps. (18)
2x1 -6x2 -X3 = -38

-3x, -x2 +7x3 =-34
-8xj +x2 -2x3 = -20

3. (a) Show two iterations of the Gauss-Seidel method without relaxation for the
following system of linear equations. Compute percent relative :approximation error for
all the variables after second iteration. Ifnecessary, rearrange the equations to make the

system diagonally dominant to ensure convergence. (15)
- 3xj + x2 +12x3 = 50

6xj - x2 - x3 = 3

6x]+9x2 +x3 =40
Contd P/2
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(b) What is the difference between regression and interpolation? When regression is

preferable over interpolation as a curve fitting method?

(c) It is known that the data tabulated below can be modeled by the following equation

== (a + ..[;J2
Y b..[;

Use a transformation to linearize this equation and then employ linear regression to

determine the parameters a and b.

(2+3)
(5+10)

x

y

4. (a) Use Newton's interpolating polynomial to determine y at x = 3.5 to the best possible
accuracy. Compute and show the finite divided differences explicitly in a tabular

format. Order your points to attain optimal accuracy and convergence. (15)

x 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
y 2 5.4375 7.3516 7.5625 8.4453 9.1875 12

(b) Demonstrate graphically when a low-order spline interpolation performs better than

a high-order polynomial interpolation. Given a set of n+ 1 data points, how many
unknowns are to be evaluated if cubic splines are used for spline interpolation.
Describe with suitable graphical depiction, how to evaluate the unknowns from the

given data points.

(c) Describe an algorithm to solve 'inverse interpolation' problem.

SECTION-B
There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE questions.

(4+2+8)

(6)

5. (a) Evaluate the following double integral using single application of Simpson's 1/3

rule for n = 2. (12)
I 2f f eX

+
Y dxdy

o 0

(b) Consider the following integral (15)

2 ( 1)2J x+ x dx

Evaluate this using order h6 Romberg integration. Also evaluate the integral using four
point Gauss-Legendre Formula. Use Table 5 (b) if needed.

(c) The following data was collected for the distance traveled versus time for a rocket: (8)

Contd P/3



Use centered difference approximations to estimate the rocket's velocity and
acceleration at t = 3. Employ both O(h2) and O(h4) formulas for your estimates. Use

formula from figure 5(c) if needed.

6. (a) Consider the following integral:

j(i -(y-2)YJy
(15)

Now evaluate the integral.from y = 0 to Y = 2 using
(i) Trapezoidal rule
(ii) Multiple application trapezoidal rule, with n = 4. Also compute the

approximate error.
(iii) Simpson's 1/3 rule, with n = 4. Also compute the approximate error.

(b) Evaluate the integral of question 6(a) from y = 0 to Y = 2.5 with Simpson's 3/8 rule

where n = 5. Also calculate the approximate error. You cannot use trapezoidal rule 01'

multiple application trapezoidal rule. (6)
Hint: Use the function values obtained from question 6(a)
(c) Determine the first derivative ofy = 3x4 _7x3 -lOx - 8 at x = 0 based on values at

Xo = -0.5, Xl = 1, x2 = 2 . Compare this result with the true value. (8)

(d) Write the generalized equation of Runge-Kutta (RK) methods. (6)'

7. (a) Integrate the following function from x = 0 to 1 where yeO)= 2
f(x,y)=4eo.8x -O.5y

(i) using midpoint method with h = 1
(ii) using classical fourth-order RK method with h = 0.5

(b) Write equations for the darkened nodes in the grid of figure 7(b)

(i) without control-volume approach

(ii) with control-volume approach
where the flux at the lower edge is directed downwards with a value of 3cal/(cm2.s) and
the left edge is insulated. The coefficient of thermal conductivity for the plate is 0.35
cal/(s.cm.C). __ . .._ .--.-----. ---~._--- ---.

15cm{

(1,0)

25 em

Figure 7(b)
-~ ~ . ~ .__ - ....-J
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8. (a) Consider the following function (10)
f(x) = -L5x6 -2x4 +12x

Now solve for the value of x that maximizes f(x) .

(i) Using the golden-section search. Employ initial guesses ofx. = 0 andxu = 2.

Perform two iterations. Mention the new XI' xu, XI' x2 for the next iteration after

both iterations.

(ii) using Newton's method. Employ initial guesses of Xo = 2. Perform one

iteration.
(b) A company makes two types of products, A and B. These products are produced

during a 40-hour work week and then shipped out at the end of the week. They require
20 kg and 5 kg of raw material per kg of product, respectively, and the company has

access to 10,0000 kg of raw material per week. Only one product can be created at a
time with production times for each of 0.05 and 0.15 hours, respectively. The plant can
only store 550 kg of total product per week. Finally, the company makes profits of$45

and $30 on each unit (per kg) of A and B respectively. (20)
Solve this linear programming problem with the simplex method.

(c) Formulate an implicit method for solving the following heat conduction equation (5)

ka2T = aT
ax2 at

You do not need to consider the boundary points.
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Weighting Function
Points Factors Arguments

2 i
cj = 1.000000000 XI. =-0.577350269
c2 ::::LOOOOOOOOO x~.= 0.577350269

C1 := 0.555555556 XI =-0.774596669

c2 := 0.888888889 X2 :::: 0.000000000
3 c) = 0.555555556 0.774596669Xl =

C, = 0.347854845 Xl =-0.861136312

c2= 0.652145155 x2 =~.339981044
4 c) =0.652145155 0.339981044Xl =

c" = 0.341854845 X4 = 0.861136312

C1 ::: 0.236926885 Xl == -0.906179846

c2 = 0.418628610 x2 = ~.538469310
5 c3 = 0.568888889 0.000000000x -3 -

c.= 0.478628670 X4 = 0.5384693.10

Cs ;: 0.236926885 x - 0.906179846j-

. i

_~_~ __ .•••••••.•.__ .". A'~-_:....--- -~~.-..._-

Table 5(b) Weighting factors and function arguments used in Gauss quadrature
formulas.

. First Der!valiv~

f/l -I = fix;,. II - F(Xi-l)
. x, 2h

f'lx-j = -llx;+21+Hflx;+t1 - 8F(Xj-1I + f(Xi-2)
I 12h

.Second Derivdlive

f'il~ll= FI~I-+11- 2h~11+ Flxi-I}

{"(x-j= .- {lxi+21+ .16f(x;+ lJ-30flxll+ r6Flxi'"I)-1{xi-21
, 12~.

Third Derivolive

FUI.lxl = (lxi+21 - 2Flxi+ll +'2f{xl-l]- f{xi-21
J 2h3

. ('i'(x-J== _-flxl+31 +8f{Xi+2)- 13flxI+l1 + 13f{xJ-II-8F(xi-21 +llxi--3)
. '8h3

fourth Derivative

('III/X' = F!XI+2) - 4flxi+ l'l + 6f!'><il-4/{x;-Jl + {lxl-21
.\u h4

f'1I!(X.J = -flxi+31 + l2flxii.21 + 39f(xI.,_tl+ 56/(xll- 39flxl-ll + f2F!xl-21 +F{Xi-3l
. I . 6~

Figure 5(c) :Centered finite-divided-difference formulas
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SECTION-A

There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE questions.

1. (a) What is the mechanism of changing the privilege level in 80386? Explain in details. (17)

(b) Consider the instruction: "call 0010:12345678". After executing this instruction,

the next execution begins at 0020:00004672. All numbers are in hexadecimal.

Assuming that no task switching has occurred, can you explain this in detail? (18)

(14)

2. (a) What special steps should you take while enabling paging? (12)
(b) Consider the following linear address: "01405000". Assume that PDBR contains

10000000h. Now for the partial memory map in Figure 2.b, find out the translated

physical address. You have to show your calculations for the translation. Also,

comment on the c_~~te~t_of th~p~~:.~his addr:.~s belongs to.

Address inHex ContentsinHex
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

20000018 4 0 0 0 0 X X X
20000014 1 0 0 0 0 X X X
20000010 3 5 0 0 B X X X
2000000C 3 3 A 0 0 X X X
20000008 4 0 0 0 0 X X X
.20000004 3 0 0 .0 0 X X X
20000000 4 0 0 1 0 X X X'

'" '" ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
10000018 1 0 0 0 0 X X X
10000014 2 0 0 0 0 X X X
10000010 1 0 0 0 0 X X X
1000000C 1 2 0 0 0 X X X
.10000008 . 1 0 2 A 0 X X X
10000004 0 0 1 A 0 X X X
10000000 0 1 0 0 A X X X

... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

Figure' 2,b: partial memory map for Q2.b

(c) Give three examples where 80386 references direct physical addresses when paging

is enabled.

3. (a) Identify whether the following statements are True or False and justify your,
answer.

Contd P12
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Serial Statement
(i) There are a total of 4 Privilege levels.

(ii)
You can transfer control only to a code that is equal or lower in privilege than
yours

(iii) Transferring control always triggers selector validation.
When you (with PL = 2) have passed through a call gate and the control has

(iv) just been transferred to a higher PL code (PL = 1), your data segments will
initially have DPL < 1.
Suppose a caller code (PL = 2) used a call gate to run a callee code at

(v) PL = 1. When the control will have returned to the caller, the RPL field of the
DS register will have 00.

(vi)
RPL of CS is always maintained to be the CPL, hence, RPL will always
match the DPL ofthe current code segment.

(vii) The only way to change the CPL is to use Call Gate.

(viii)
When you have a call gate, you can transfer the control anywhere in the
segment pointed by the destination selector of the call gate.

(ix) You can never use aFAR JMP to use a call gate.

(x)
If you are at PL2 and there is no call gate with gate DPL = 2, you will never
be able to transfer control to a code segment with PL < 2.

(b) Why does TSS have three different sets of stack related registers? Describe a

scenario when a stack fault can result in a shut down condition.

4. (a) As a System Software Developer of a world renowned device manufacturing

company, you are writing an exception handler for some possible interrupt conditions

of a new device. Your handler code contains the following sections:

Section PL: This section contains one or more privileged instruction (s).

Section STl: This section contains stack operations.

Section H: This section contains the instructions related to handling the interrupt.

Section ST2: This section contains stack operations.

Section IR: This section contains an IRET instruction.

(i) Can you explain what could be the reason for having Section PL, Section STI

and Section ST2?

(ii) Looking at your code, your genius little brother suggests two alternatives as

follows: in alternative #1, you do not need Section PL and in alternative #2, you

do not need Section S1 and S2, but you need another section with one instruction

after Section IR. Explain the two alternatives.

(b) When a page fault occurs, how does the processor know the nature of the fault?

How does it know the offending linear address?

Contd P/3
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SECTION-B
There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE.

Students may refer to Table 1 and Figure 1 if necessary.
For the questions related to interfacing LCD display with an ATmega32, assume that

there is a header "LCD.h". To initialize the LCD, you need to call the function "LCD_
initO" of that header. To show a string in the LCD, you call the function "LCD_
string(str)". Assume that the ATmega32 is running at a speed of 1 MHz, unless

specified otherwise.

5. (a) Describe four modes of parallel data transfer with detailed timing diagrams.
Mention the advantages and disadvantages of each one of them. Then, answer with

appropriate reasoning: what is the best parallel data transfer mode when you are

interfacing your microprocessor with (15)
(i) Keyboard
(ii) Dot matrix

(b) Determine the control word of an 8255A so that (10)
(i) Port A is configured as input (mode 1), port B is configured as output (mode

0).
(ii) Port A is configured as output (mode 0), port B is configured as input(mode

0).
Show the detailed steps of obtaining the control word.

(c) Suppose you have 64 bits of information in the character array char arr[8], that
defines the contents of an 8x8 LED matrix. Here, arr(O] is the data for the leftmost

column, arr(7] is the data for the rightmost column. The LSB of arr(O] is the data for

the bottom-left LED of the matrix, whereas MSB ofarr(7] is the top-right LED of the.

matrix.

Now, write necessary code to be written in MDA-8086 processor so that the pattern
saved in the character array is shown in the LED matrix of the MDA board. The pattern
is shown for two seconds in green, and the next two seconds in red; and this

alternating pattern repeats forever.

(10)

6. (a) A PWM wave generation in ATmega32 is using Phase Correct PWM with Non-
inverting mode. Specially, the bits chosen are WGM = 1010 and COMIA = 10. In

these settings, TOP = ICRI and compare match event occurs at OCRIA. (15)
Now, the TOP is not fixed in this scenario. The TOP is updated in runtime as followa:

II register set ups
OCR1A = 100;
while (1)
{

for (i 0; i < 5; i++)

ICR1 = 200 + 100 * i;
_delay_us(400);

Contd P/4
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_delay_usO gives delay in microseconds. Here, no prescaler has been used.
Now, draw the generated waveform and determine its frequency and duty cycle.
(b) Write C program to be written in an ATmega32 so that it determines the time
period of a uniform square waveform and shows the time period in seconds on LCD.
Assume that the LCD is connected to the ATmega according to the requirements of the

header "LCD.h". (10)
Note that ICNC = 1 activates the noise canceller, ICES = 0 selects the falling edge as
the input capture event generator, and WGM = 0000 makes the timer operate in normal
mode. Clock select "001" makes the timer operate without any prescaling.
(c) Point out the advantages and disadvantages of Harvard architecture over von
Newman architecture. Which one is used in ATmega32? Explain how the chosen

architecture aids in the overall performance of ATmega32 MCU. (10)

7. (a) Write code to read all the bytes from EEPROM of an ATmega32, and if the byte
stands for a character of capital letter, replace it with the corresponding small letter. For
example, say a byte that you have read is 'B'. Then, you need to replace it with 'b'.

However, say the byte that you have read is'd'. Then, keep it unchanged. (15)
(b) Discuss pipelining in AVR CPUs. What are things considered fo( obtaining

efficiency in this pipelining? (10)
(c) Point out the advantages and disadvantages of RISC architecture over CISC
architecture. Which one is used in ATmega32? Explain how the chosen architecture,
. aids in the overall performance of ATmega32 MCU. (10)

8. (a) Two sensors SI and S2 are connected to an ATmega32, namely MCUO. The
micro controller MCUO is responsible for reading the sensors and collecting sensor data
every 2 seconds. However, MCUO does not have any LCD connected to it. MCUI and
MCU2 (two other ATmega32's) have two LCD displays connected to them, as

described in "LCD.h".

Now, write three programs to be written in MCUO, MCUI and MCU2 so that MCUO
collects the sensor data and sends the data to MCUI and MCU2. Readings(s) collected
from SI is sent to MCUI; and reading(s) collected from S2 is sent to MCU2. This data
transfer is done in SPI. MCUO selects which MCU to send the data to, and next sends
the data. MCUI and MCU2, after receiving, show the received data on LCD display.
Assume that the LCD displays are connected to MCUI and MCU2 as described in
"LCD.h".
You can use any clock for SPI. You can choose the ADC to be left or right adjusted;
either of these two is fine.
(b) Explain with appropriate reasons: which one among serial and parallel data transfer

is preferred for long range data communications. (10)

(c) How does ATmega32 work in sleep modes? Write appropriate code to demonstrate. (5)
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Register Configuration
Name

GICR I INTI I INTO I INT2 I - I - I - I IVSEL I IVCE I
GIFR I INTFI I INTFO I INTF2 I - I - I - I - I - I

MCUCR I SE I SM2 I SMI I SMO I ISCll I ISCIO I ISCOI I ISCOO I

MCUCSR I JTD I ISC2 I - I JTRF I WDRF I BORF I EXTRF I PORF I.

TCCRIA I' COMIAI I COMIAO I COMlBl I COMlBOI FOCIA I FOCIB I WGMll I WGMIO I

TCCRIB I ICNCI I ICESI I - I WGM13 I WGMl2 I CSI2. I CSll I CSIO I
. I OCIE2 I TOIE2 I TICIEl I OCIElA I OCIElB I TOIEl I OCIEO I TOIEO ITIMSK .,

TIFR' I OCF2 I TOV2 I ICFI I OCFIA I OCFIB I TOVI I OCFO I. TOVO I

UCSRA I RXC I TXC I UDRE I FE I DOR I PE I U2X I MPCM I

UCSRB I RXCIE I TXCIE I UDRIE I RXEN I TXEN I UCSZ2 I RXB8 I TXB8 I

UCSRC URSE UMSE UPM .UPM USB UCSZ I UCSZ UCPO
L L 1 il 'S 1 10 L

SPCR I SPIE I SPE I DORD I MSTR I CPOL I CPHA I SPRI I SPRI I

SPSR I SPIF I WCOL I - I - I - I - I - I SPI2X I

ADMUX I REFSI I REFSO I ADLAR I MUX4 I MUX3 I MUX2 I MUXI I MUXO I
ADCCSR I ADEN I ADSC I ADATE I ADIF I ADIE I ADPS2 I ADPSI I ADPSO I

A
Table 1: Register descriptions

1
!
" (XCKlTO) PBO • 1

(T1) PB1 2
(INT2JAINO)P.B2 3
(OCO/AIN1) PS3 • 4

(SS) PB4 • 5
(MOSI)PB5 6
(MISO) PB6 ._ 7
,(SCK)PB7. 8

RIESET 9
vee 10
GNiD '11

XTAL2 -- 12
XTAt1 13

(RXD) PDQ ,1 4
'(TXD) PD1 : 15
ONTO) PD2 . 16
(INT1) PD3 17

(OCtB) P04 18
(OC1A) PD5 .• 19
flep1) PD6 ; 20

40 PAO (ADGO)
39 PA1 (ADC1!)
38 PA2 (AOC2)
37 PA3 (ADC3)
36 - PA4 (ADC4)
35 PAS (ADGS)
34 PA6 (ACC6)
33 iPA1 (ADC7)
32 AREF
31 GND
30 - AVCC
29. PC7 (TOSC2)
.28 .. PC6 (TOSG1)
27 pe5 (TOI)
26. PC4 (TDO)
2 5 ~. pe3 (TMS)
241PC2 (TCK)
23 PC1 (SDA)
22 PCO (SGL)
21 PD? (OC2)

Figure 1: ATmega3 2' pin diagram
. ---- -~---------_.
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SECTION -A

There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE questions.

1. (a) Draw the block diagram of the Unix System kernel and show the interaction among

different subsystems.

(b) Why is it necessary to have two different stacks: user stack and kernel stack?

Explain with an example.

(c) How is buffer list maintained in Unix system? Draw necessary diagram. What can

happen to a process, if a buffer it is requesting is marked "delayed write"?

(d) Consider two events for which processes are at sleep states: (i) "Any buffer

becomes free", (ii) "a specific buffer becomes free". If the specific buffer becomes free

after some time, how is it handled by the operating system? Explain briefly.

(10)

(8)

(7)

(10)

2. (a) Consider a case when a process P is waiting for a buffer #99 to become free

(currently process Q is using it). Is it possible (due to some race condition) that

suddenly process P discovers buffer #99 is not in the buffer cache list? Explain with

necessary diagram. (12)

(b) If somebody just changes the file access permissions (using chmod Command),

what changes will be seen in file access times? Explain briefly. (8)
(c) When a shortcut is made for a file, how many new inode(s) is used for this

purpose? Give an example with respect to the changes in disk inode(s). (7)
(d) "Superblock free inode list contains all the free inodes available in the disk" - do

you agree with the statement? Why or why not? Explain. (8)

3. (a) Consider a modified table of contents (ToC) for inode having fourteen entries

where the last entry is quadruple indirect pointer to data block, whereas other entries

remain the same as before. If each data block is of 2K bytes and 32- bits are required

for data block addressing, find out the maximum file size.

(b) Considering a similar structure as explained in Question # 3(a), locate the byte

offset 4,50,000 in a file. Assume block numbers to explain and draw necessary

(10)

diagram(s). (8)

(c) What is the role of remembered inode while freeing an inode? Give examples. (7)

(d) Write down the steps that need to be followed in wakeup system call. (10)
Contd PI2
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4. (a) While writing to a file, is it possible that kernel allocates three new disk blocks (to

just write one byte of data)? Explain the scenario with diagram. ,(8)

(b) Draw the process state transition diagram for Unix System. (7)
(c) What is the purpose of Register triple while managing regions? Show how it

changes when kernel changes the size of a stack region by 2K bytes (consider each

page to be 1K bytes). (10)
(d) Hoe does Kernel use u area in the Unix System? What are major information kept

there? Explain briefly. If there are processes (P, Q, and R) running currently, how

many u area are handled by kernel simultaneously? (10)

SECTION-B
There are NINE questions in this section. Answer any SEVEN questions.

5. (a) What is multiprogramming? Suppose you have a single CPU system. Will
implementing multiprogramming improve the efficiency of your system? Justify your

an~. W
(b) Compare the advantages and disadvantages of implementing threads in user space

and kernel space. (9)

6. (a) What is meant by preemptive and non- preemptive scheduling algorithms? Give

examples. (4)
(b) What is meant by throughput and turnaround time in process scheduling? Give

examples. (5)
(c) Consider the following four processes: (6)

Process Duration Arrival time
PI 10 0
P2 4 5
P3 16 2
P4 6 4

Draw Gantt charts and then calculate average turnaround time and throughput for the
processes using First Come First Serve scheduling algorithm.

7. (a) What is two phase locking? (3)
(b) Why multiple threads are used in a process instead of using multiple processes for

the same task? (5)
(c) What is meant by the term quantum in context of process scheduling? What are the

disadvantages if the quantum for scheduling is too large or too s111all? (7)
Contd P/3
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(5)8. (a) What is a multilevel page table? Explain with necessary figures.

(b) Describe a scenario when you would want to use multilevel page tables instead of

single level page table. (4)
(c) Do you think using multilevel page tables may reduce page faults in a system?

Justify your answer. (6)

9. (a) Suppose you have four processes with length 48; 64, 120, and 28 bytes,

respectively. The memory available for user space is 300 bytes. Discuss a way by

which you can run all the four processes parallelly in your system minimizing number

of memory accesses. (5)
. (b) What is meant by protection and relocation? Can both protection and relocation be

ensured using Base and Limit registers only? Explain your answer. (10)

10. (a) Suppose you are going to design Memory Management Unit for a system having

8GB memory with 64-bit virtual address space. The system should be robust enough to

allow any number of processes of arbitrary size to run parallelly. Now, briefly discuss

the memory management technique you will use for ensuring protection and relocation

in your system. Give arguments justifying your choice. (8)
(b) Enumerate the four strategies used for dealing with deadlocks. Which one of them

is the most popular and why? (7)

11. (a) What is meant by deadlock in operating system? Briefly discuss how deadlock can

be prevented. (15)

(12)

12. (a) What is meant by safe and unsafe states in the context of process scheduling? (3)
(b) Suppose a system consists of three different processes A, B, and C. There are in

total 5 printers and 6 scanners available to the system which the processes can use in a

non-preemptable way. Process A is currently using 2 scanners and needs 3 more

printers and 3 scanners in order to complete. Process B is currently using 3 printers and

3 scanners and needs 2 more printers and 3 more scanners in order to complete.

Finally, process C is currently using a printer and needs one more printer and a scanner

in order to complete. From this information, determine whether the processes can be in

deadlock or not.

13. (a) What is meant by memory mapped I/O and port mapped I/O? Discuss the

advantages and disadvantages of each of them.

(b) Write a short note on Precise and Imprecise Interrupts.

(10)
(5)
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